
THE ALL-NEW LM
LM 350h SELF-CHARGING HYBRID
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FEEL EXHILARATED

DIGNIFIED ELEGANCE, 
UNSURPASSED COMFORT

A SPACE WHERE PASSENGERS CAN ENJOY  
COMPLETE RELAXATION AND STIMULATE  

CREATIVE THINKING.

With its unique silhouette and resolute stance, this head-turning new MPV (multi-purpose vehicle) offers 5-door 
luxury and ample interior space in the 7-seat or 4-seat ‘Takumi’ versions. To the front a bold Lexus spindle 
grille is juxtaposed by sharper triple-LED headlights that underline the LM 350h’s bold new look. Side on, 
blacked pillars emphasise the windows, space and flowing lines. Extra dynamism comes from the LM’s long 
wheelbase and forged 19" wheels.

RESOLUTE LEXUS DESIGN

To the rear, the single-line Lexus LED signature light underlines the car’s powerful shape and road presence. 
The “LEXUS” badge on the tailgate creates a clean and contemporary look. A subtle step enables smart ingress, 
whilst four exterior colours - Sonic White, Sonic Titanium, Graphite Black and Sonic Agate - accentuate the 
class and dignity of this car.

POWERED BY AN ADVANCED HYBRID DRIVETRAIN

Travelling in the LM 350h Self-Charging Hybrid is an experience you’ll never forget. Savour the peace and 
calm of the luxury cabin, content in the knowledge that this Lexus is producing fewer emissions than a similarly 
powerful conventional engine. The LM’s 4th generation hybrid drivetrain features a 2.5-litre petrol engine  
that delivers 250 DIN hp (184 kW) of super smooth power and only 152-163 g/km* of CO2 alongside 
excellent fuel economy. Sit back as the optional E-FOUR advanced all-wheel drive system enhances the ‘Lexus 
Electrified’ experience.

LUXURY FLAGSHIP PEACE AND COMFORT

To reduce any unpleasant noise or vibrations that may spoil your journey, concentration or sleep, the LM has 
underfloor braces and body-frame reinforcements, increasing the MPV’s rigidity. The exceptional quietness is 
palpable, thanks to the flush front pillar that keeps the gap between the glass to a minimum, while design features 
such as aerodynamically optimised mirrors and extensive sound insulation suppress wind noise. 

You’re enjoying a unique sense of being cocooned, in an immersive living space that relaxes both body and 
soul, freeing your mind for what lies ahead at the end of your journey.

“Creating a totally new segment of car, the LM 350h luxury 
MPV is built by our Takumi craftspeople and features many 

breakthrough technologies.” 

Takami YOKOO, LM CHIEF ENGINEER
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ENJOY THE JOURNEY
FULLY RECLINED IN A LEATHER MASSAGE SEAT  

WITH OTTOMAN, THE LM 350h INTERIOR RECALLS  
A LUXURY JET CABIN.

Created for high-achievers, VIPs or business executives, the all-new LM 350h puts a clear focus 
on luxury travel. Whether it’s 4 or 7 sumptuous leather seats, the exquisitely crafted interior creates 
a serene ‘omotenashi’ welcome, rooted in an age-old Japanese hospitality philosophy.

FIRST-CLASS BUSINESS TRIPS

Comfortable as an avantgarde living room yet practical like a mobile office, the LM cabin has 
a uniquely airy feel to it. The hand-stitched leather seats feature armrests with touch panels and 
embossed Lexus headrests. For ease of use, the air-conditioning, lighting and other functions are 
controlled using the overhead console, while, the rear seats with smart refresh have reading lights 
and tables. 

A JAPANESE ‘OMOTENASHI’ WELCOME

Your driver can use the overhead control to operate the sliding doors and tailgate, providing 
a sophisticated welcome as guests approach. Via the electronic key, the LM greets guests by 
smoothly opening the sliding door on the side they approach. Lighting is recessed in the cabin 
roof, with ambient light enabling occupants to personalise their private space from a choice of  
14 preset curated colours.

RELAX IN A FULLY RECLINING OTTOMAN SEAT

The exclusive Takumi configuration is perfectly suited to the chauffeured needs of the business 
executive. It features two high-back, throne-style seats in the rear, ergonomically designed for 
superior comfort. In this configuration, the LM creates a rear-seat experience unrivalled among 
luxury vehicles. Whilst the two rear seats fully recline, the cushions and seatback feature air bladders 
to massage thighs, back and shoulders, while the powered ottoman footrests provide support to the 
lower legs. Meanwhile, Climate Concierge is monitoring your body temperature to control climate, 
as the ventilated seats draw cooled cabin air through the seat surface, reducing heat and moisture.

REFRESHMENTS, MAGAZINES, NETFLIX

Combining privacy with elegance, ‘Omotenashi’ also shaped the partition design that maintains 
distance with the driver and the cabin’s open feeling. Compartments on the lower partition allow 
safe storage of hand luggage and you’ll discover fold-away tables in the seat armrests. A refrigerator 
keeps chilled drinks close at hand, whilst a magazine rack holds your favourite publications. Whether 
you are winding down or being creative, you’ll appreciate the rear seat entertainment system, with 
high-resolution, extra-wide 48" screen and Mark Levinson Premium Surround Sound featuring 23 
speakers and QLS (Quantum Logic Surround). 

Fusing traditional ‘Takumi’ crafted materials like Yabane herringbone woodgrain with the world’s most 
advanced technology, there’s little to compare with the LM 350h. 

FEEL LUXURIOUS
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TECH LEADER
FEATURING A 3rd GENERATION  

LEXUS SAFETY SYSTEM +, A LUXURY MPV LADEN  
WITH FORWARD THINKING CONNECTIVITY.

Nothing matters to Lexus more than your safety and it shows in the all-new LM 350h. Engineered 
to deliver the ultimate of peace of mind in a car, it harnesses the latest in smart technology

NEXT LEVEL SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

The pioneering 3rd generation Lexus Safety System + gives your driver constant support, monitoring 
the road ahead, alerting them of impending danger and, where required, intervening in milliseconds 
to avoid a collision. The clever Proactive Driving Assist supports and even intervenes with pedestrians 
and obstacles, while Driver Monitor emits an alert, or may decelerate and stop, if it detects drivers 
are drowsy or distracted at the wheel. The ingenious award-winning Safe Exit Assist automatically 
prevents doors from opening if traffic like cars or bicycles is approaching too close from behind.

INTELLIGENCE IN THE CITY

For easier driving in confined spaces, the Digital Panoramic View Monitor creates a virtual 
3D image of the car, displaying the scene from above, with on-screen guides to assist close-
quarter manoeuvring. Also available on the new LM, Advanced Park scans the surroundings before 
parking and even allows your driver to save spaces that are used frequently. 

14" TOUCHSCREEN AND LEXUS LINK APP

Perfectly positioned for fast yet relaxing interaction, this 14" HD touchscreen is one of the largest 
available and allows access to information like navigation, audio and climate control. The Lexus Link 
app offers a new world of connectivity to complement our unique ‘Omotenashi’ service experience, 
its smart bespoke features including driving analytics, Find My Car - which locates and guides you 
back to the LM - and notifications if car windows are left open or headlights left on. 

IN FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment comes as standard on the LM. Available on the 4-seat LM, the stunning 48" 
ultrawide display provides a personalised rear seat space experience with a range of display 
options to suit your requirements. A rear multi-operation panel in the rear console enables intuitive 
operation. Immersed in a technical business presentation or enjoying a HD widescreen movie, 
you’re experiencing something unique in a car. 

Equipped with both world first safety technologies and breakthrough connectivity, Lexus engineers 
have created a flagship luxury MPV that reassures at every turn.

FEEL REASSURED
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LM 350h (Seven seats)

Equipment Highlights:

Safety and Driving Dynamics 
 § Lexus Safety System +3 
 § Pre Collision System (PCS) with Driver Monitor Camera 
 § Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) 
 § Lane Change Assist (LCA) 
 § Front Cross Traffic Alert (FCTA) 
 § Road Sign Assist (RSA) 
 § Active Cruise Control 
 § 5 Drive Modes: Eco/Normal/Sport/Rear Comfort/Custom 
 § Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)   

Interior Comfort and Convenience
 § Push button start with Smart Entry 
 § Digital key 
 § Front and rear 2-Zone air conditioning with Nanoe-x technology 
 § AC inverter output 220V 
 § Electric sunshade 
 § Electrically adjustable steering column 
 § Touch steering switches 
 § Wireless charging pad for front seats 
 § Stowable table in centre armrest for rear first row seats 
 § Heated wooden steering wheel 
 § Illuminated entry system 
 § Intelligent Parking Assist with Auto & Remote Parking   

 

Seats
 § Semi-aniline leather upholstery (front seats and rear second row: semi-aniline 

leather, rear first row: semi-aniline leather with suede inserts) (7-seater) 
 § Heated and Ventilated front seats and rear first row seats (7 seater) 
 § Power adjustable front seats with Driver memory and Driver 4-way  

lumbar support 
 § Power slide adjustable rear first row seats and manual slide adjustable  

second row rear seats 
 § Air-type lumbar support for rear first row seats 
 § Massage rear first row seats with one program and two levels  

of pressure, lasting 15 minutes   
 
Lights 

 § LED headlights with Adaptive High Beam System (AHS)   
 
Exterior 

 § 19” Alloy Wheels (225/55 R19) 
 § Heated, auto folding outside mirrors with memory function, and turn indicators 
 § Fixed Moonroof    

 
Infotainment  

 § Head up Display (HUD) (7 seater only) 
 § 21-speaker Mark Levinson 3D Surround Sound reference audio system  

(7 seater) 
 § Rear seat 14” Monitor with HDMI input (7 seater) 
 § Panoramic View Monitor (PVM) 
 § Lexus Link Pro with 14” Touchscreen Reversing Camera

OPTIONS

 § Ammonite Sand semi-aniline leather upholstery 
 § Front Wheel Drive 

LINE-UP

Takumi (Four Seats)

Equipment Highlights (in addition to LM 350h grade):

Interior Comfort and Convenience 
 § 2 fully reclining semi-aniline leather rear seats with suede inserts 
 § Refrigerator box in rear 
 § Two wireless charging boxes in rear cabin 
 § Front and rear cabin divider screen 
 § Heated leather steering wheel 
 § Stowable table in outer side armrest for rear passengers   

 
Seats 

 § Semi-aniline leather upholstery (front seats: semi-aniline leather, rear seats semi-
aniline leather with suede inserts 

 § Heated and Ventilated front and rear seats 
 § Massage rear seats with seven programs (Full body refresh, Full body stretch, 

Full body simple, Upper body, Lower body, Shoulder and Lumbar) and five 
levels of pressure, each program lasting 15 minutes)   

Infotainment
 § 23-speaker Mark Levinson 3D Surround Sound reference audio system 
 § Rear 48” (26” + 26”) monitor with 2 HDMI inputs 
 § HUD not available 

OPTIONS

 § Ammonite Sand semi-aniline leather upholstery
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COLOU RS  |  EXTERIOR COLOU RS  |  INTERIOR

1 L-aniline leather upholstery applies to the rear VIP seats only, the front and 3rd row seats’ upholstery is semi-aniline leather. 3rd row seats are only available on 7-seater models.
Please note: actual paintwork colours may vary slightly from those illustrated.

SONIC WHITE | 085 SONIC TITANIUM | 1J7

GRAPHITE BLACK | 223 SONIC AGATE | 3U3

INLAY

Yabane Herringbone 
Woodgrain

L-ANILINE LEATHER1

Black Ammonite Sand
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TECHNICAL DATA FEEL VALUED

BE OUR GUEST
HOW WE TREAT OUR CUSTOMERS IS  
GUIDED BY AN ANCIENT JAPANESE 

PHILOSOPHY OF HOSPITALITY.

Translated from the Japanese as ‘hospitality and polite service’, Omotenashi 
is about much more than excellence of service; it is an ancient concept 
centred around anticipating the needs of another, even before they arise. 
Omotenashi influences how we design and engineer our cars at Lexus, 
and equally how we treat you, the Lexus owner. Not just at the point of 
sale but over the life of your car. We want you to feel valued in every 
interaction you have with us. To feel more than a customer.

Whether as a private or fleet driver, you’ll experience Omotenashi each 
time you visit our showrooms. In the warm reception on hand from friendly 
staff intent on welcoming you as if you were a guest in their home. In the 
inviting atmosphere and impressive facilities of the lounge, where you can 
avail of refreshments, catch up on news, enjoy high-speed Internet or 
carry on with your work. And in the knowledge that our Lexus technicians 
are working with precision and efficiency to get you back on the road 
with minimum interruption to your day.

GET UP TO 10 YEARS/100,000 MILES LEXUS WARRANTY*

Every new Lexus comes with a 3 year manufacturer warranty followed by a 
12 months/10,000 miles additional warranty, with every qualifying service.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Vehicles in the Lexus range come with high specifications as standard. As 
a result, the ‘on the road’ price includes not only all those items generally 
offered as extras, but also many advanced features exclusive to Lexus. 
Details of the extensive technical specifications and interior appointments 
of each model are described fully in the main brochures. Whichever model 
you choose, you can look forward to a standard of After Sales service 
that’s second to none, provided by a network of Lexus Centres individually 
selected for their exemplary record in customer care. Some Lexus vehicles 
(including certain specifications and colour/trim combinations) are built to 
order and could take approximately 2 to 3 months from time of purchase 
to delivery. For detailed information on lead times, please consult your 
local Lexus Centre. 

1 Combined engine and electric motor(s).
2 The fuel consumption and CO2 values are measured in a controlled environment on a representative production model, in accordance with the requirements of the new WLTP European Regulation EC 2017/1151 and 

its applicable amendments. For each individual vehicle configuration, the final fuel consumption and CO2 values may be calculated based on the ordered optional equipment. The fuel consumption and CO2 values 
of your vehicle may vary from those measured or calculated values, as driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traffic, vehicle condition, tyre pressure, load, number of passengers, etc.) 
have an influence on a car’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. For more information regarding the new WLTP test method, please visit: www.lexus.eu/wltp#nedc 
All emission figures are target values and subject to pending homologation.

3 The gross vehicle weight differs by seating arrangement. First figure shown is for the 7-seater model, second figure shown is for the 4-seater model. The FWD model is only available in 7-seater configuration.

All figures listed are preliminary, tentative values subject to change without notice. Specifications shown in this brochure are based upon the latest available information at the time of printing. 
Further technical data, including any updates, can be found at www.lexus.co.uk.

*  Terms and conditions apply. For full details, please ask your official Lexus Centre, or visit  
www.lexus.co.uk/owners/warranty/lexus-warranty

ENGINE LM 350h AWD (FWD)

Capacity (cm3) 2487
Cylinders / Valves L4 / 16
Maximum power (DIN hp @ rpm) 190 @ 6000
Maximum power (kW @ rpm) 140 @ 6000
Maximum torque (Nm @ rpm) 239 @ 4300 - 4500

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Type AC synchronous, permanent magnet
Maximum power (DIN hp) front / rear 182 / 54 (182 / —)
Maximum power (kW) front / rear 134 / 40 (134 / —)
Maximum torque (Nm) front / rear 270 / 121 (270 / —)

TRANSMISSION

Type Electronic-Continuously Variable Transmission
Drive E-FOUR (Front-Wheel Drive)

TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT1

Total power (DIN hp) 250
Total power (kW) 184

PERFORMANCE

Maximum speed / Maximum EV speed mph (km/h) 118 (190) / 77 (125)
Acceleration 0-62 mph (s) 8.7 (9.1)

FUEL CONSUMPTION2 mpg / l/100 km

Combined 39.2 / 7.2 (42.1 / 6.7)

CO2 EMISSIONS2 (g/km)

Combined 163 (152)

EMISSION STANDARD2

Euro Class EURO 6d-ISC-FCM

WEIGHT (kg)

Gross vehicle3 2880 / 2870 (2830)

DIMENSIONS

Length (mm) 5125
Width (mm) 1890
Height (mm) 1940



DISCOVER MORE ONLINE
Find out more about the new LM. Take time to explore which equipment grade best suits your lifestyle, learn about our world-class service 
and finance offerings and sign up to our regular newsletter. If you’re interested in how the new LM feels to drive, you can also book a test 
drive online with your local Lexus Retailer.

www.lexus.co.uk/new-cars/lm-world-premiere  
August 2023

Lexus created vehicles born from imaginative design, pioneering technology 
and craf tsmanship. Only behind the wheel of one of our models can you truly 
experience amazing. Simply consult your local Lexus Centre to arrange a test drive 
at your convenience. To find out more about Lexus vehicles or to locate your local 
Lexus Centre, please visit our website www.lexus.co.uk or call 0845 278 8888  
(calls cost 2p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.)

Accuracy and specification
All information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of going to print. Please 
note that while every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the 
right to change specification, equipment and availability without prior notice. Images shown 
in this brochure may not be of UK models (for example, they may show left-hand drive 
vehicles) and may illustrate equipment that is only available on selected grades. Therefore, 
this brochure cannot be regarded as infallible and, as such, does not constitute an offer 
for sale of any particular vehicle shown.

Fuel consumption and emissions data
Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 
figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not 
reflect real life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO2 produced varies significantly 
depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), 
driving style, conditions, speed and vehicle load. 

All models and grades will be certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle 
Test Procedure (WLTP). All mpg and CO2 figures quoted are full WLTP figures. 

The official CO2 figures for vehicles have changed, due to a change in the official method 
of calculation. CO2 figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax)  
for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result, all CO2 figures, car tax 
and ‘on the road’ prices for new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to  

1 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that 
date. These dates may change, please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/
wltp.asp for the latest information.

Choice of options and accessories fitted (pre-registration) may affect the official CO2 
figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ price.

For details of your preferred model and grade derivative, please contact your local 
Lexus Centre.

Safe driving
Lexus is committed to promoting safe and responsible driving at all times. None of 
the images contained in this brochure should be taken to promote any unsafe driving 
practice. All sound, entertainment and navigation accessories that may be included in 
our vehicles should always be used alongside legal and attentive driving. Additionally, 
any driver assistance and other safety features included in our vehicles are not designed 
to substitute safe and careful driving.

End-of-life vehicles
Taking care of the environment is a priority for Lexus. We strive to minimise the 
environmental impact of our vehicles throughout their life cycle–from design, production, 
distribution, sales and service to end-of-life. For more detailed information on environmental 
performance, please visit www.lexus.co.uk/environment

About Lexus
Lexus is a division of Toyota (GB) PLC registered in England & Wales with company number 
0916634 with its registered office at Great Burgh, Burgh Heath, Epsom, Surrey KT18 
5UX. Toyota (GB) PLC is an appointed representative of Toyota Insurance Management 
Limited and Toyota Financial Services (UK) PLC, both of which are authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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